
WIPE OFF is specifically formulated to remove paints, inks, crayons, lipstick and other 
marks from road signs, bridge abutments, sidewalks, reflective signs, formica tops, 
washroom walls, bridges and under passes, trucks and buses, public buildings, mirrors 
and lockers. WIPE OFF may be used on all surfaces: Brick, glass, ceramic tile, por-
celain, marble, ceramics, formica, terrazzo, enamels, brass, aluminum, steel chrome, 
vinyl and many other surfaces.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
High solvency - Penetrates soils.
Abrasive - Cleans mechanically as well as chemically. 

APPLICATIONS:
Ideal for use on concrete, glass, brick, brass, chrome, steel, formica, aluminum, terrazzo, ceramic, 
marble, porcelain, etc. Also removes decals off of vehicles and other metal surfaces. recommended 
for all hard surfaces, such as metal, plastics or concrete. 

DIRECTIONS:
Use caution when spraying on synthetic surfaces which may be damaged by solvents, such as 
rubber and asphalt tile, some paints and certain plastics. Test the durability of the surface by 
spraying an inconspicuous area.  Spray WIPE OFF on the surface to be cleaned, allow it to act a 
few seconds, then wipe off with a clean cloth. For marks difficult to remove, repeat the application, 
allowing WIPE OFF to act on the surface for a longer time. 

CUSTOMERS WHO USED THIS PRODUCT ALSO USED:

FORMULATION:
A solvent and chlorinated solvent blend.

TARGET ACCOUNTS:
Schools, school bus shops, park departments, hotel, public restrooms, BLM, State Highway de-
partment.

SPECIAL CAUTIONS:
None 
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1-800-648-1153
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OFFWIPE
GRAFFITI REMOVER

PACKAGING
AVAILABILITY
20 oz. aerosol  

PART #1009
CALIFORNIA #1081

WARNING: This product can 
expose you to chemicals 
including Toluene, which is 
known to the State of Cali-
fornia to cause cancer and/
or cause birth defects or 
other reproductive harm. 
For more information go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.


